THE PRIDE AND JOY OF THE BRIDGE COMMISSION

OWED TO THE HARVARD BRIDGE

River! that 'midst tumult windest
Downs the Basin, gleamingly.
All thy length we rest thou findest
Harvard Bridge disturbeth thee.
Long, long years of crash and rumble,
Glitter, rattle, boom and thump
Thou hast stood with resignation
Showered with planking like a dump.
We appreciate your feelings
Having dodged such things each day
And hope 'gainst-hope the day is coming
When your curse falls in the bay.
Anne O'Conner

GENTLE READER—To the left—above—below! You probably have seen these before—but look again! They are a few of the more pleasing views of that famous—The Harvard Bridge. Perhaps you have never had to make use of the imposing structure. Unfortunately the students at the Institute and many of the citizens of Boston and Cambridge do.

Harvard University—Yes—Harvard Bridge—Never